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Abstract

The cost of a telecom service development is correlated to the discontinuity and the complexity of the process. To solve this problem, we propose a method dedicated to telecom service development, called EA4UP method. The first EA4UP characteristic is the use of the Enterprise Architecture (EA) for the design activity. The EA promotes component reusing, and improves development process continuity thanks to a Model Driven Engineering approach. In this new method, EA enforces the transformation of an analysis model into a design model. The second EA4UP characteristic is to place functions in the core of the method (instead of data). The assessments of eleven projects allow to measure profits of this EA4UP method with regard to the previous ones.
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1. Introduction

A telecom service is a service provided to an end-user by a telecommunication operator. For example, a messaging service enables an end-user to create an email, to send it to another user and to receive emails. This service is decomposed in three functions: message creation, message sending and message receipt. In France Telecom, architects develop new telecom services based on such decompositions which are instantiated into components. For decreasing development costs, components reuse becomes the rule and not the exception. Such reuse requires identifying and sharing service components. Besides, telecom service development processes follow the standards of system development [1], for instance they use a development process such as the Unified Process (UP) [2], well-known incremental, iterative use-case driven process.

One of the major requirements of telecom service development is that they should leverage existing building blocks called enablers, as defined by Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) [3]. An enabler dedicated to messaging functions could be used for the architecture design of the previous messaging service. It would indeed make no sense to redevelop an enabler implementing basic messaging functions with a specific protocol as POP [14]. More generally, the current Information System (IS) infrastructure must be optimized to allow the smooth integration of new telecom services. This reusing means also a telecom service architecture rationalization with a sharing of functions and technologies. The telecom services IS evolution should then benefit of this rationalization.

A dynamic approach is intrinsic to service design. Consider for example a simple electronic message sending service that can be described as a sequence of: (i) a successful user authentication; and (ii) a message sending by the user. For business IS applications, the static aspect description is often the main point of view with the study of the data model. The Orange Labs experience is that the data driven approach fails in capturing the telecom service dynamics. With a data model, the architect has to design data from entities
specified during the requirements workflow [9]. For example, a messaging service scenario could be:

1. A message is sent by a user identified by name
2. The message is stored in the messaging box of the user

Data could be User’s identity, Message and Messaging box. Then, the architect must design dependencies between these data according to the telecom service scenario. The scenario becomes:

− A dependency between data extracted from Message and User’s identity
− A dependency between data extracted from Message and Messaging box

A telecom service is less complex to understand with a function sequence description than with a data model description. For example, a messaging service scenario could be:

1. Identify the messaging user
2. Send a message
3. Store a message in a messaging box

This paper presents a new method, called EA4UP (Enterprise Architecture for Unified Process), which is a customization of UP to deal explicitly with dynamic aspects of telecom service architecture. Used by France Telecom, its specificity lies in the design step which is primarily seen as a composition of enablers. The enabler definition and production are the goals of the Enterprise Architecture (EA) [4] of the telecom services Information System (IS).

To be able to reuse enablers, the principle of our solution is based on the dynamic aspect of a telecom service. This re-use objective requires the precise study of all steps of every telecom service scenario, and in particular, to cater for all messages exchanged between enablers.

Section 2 presents how the EA is used in a UP development of a telecom service. This section focuses on the description of the EA4UP method for functional and technical designs. Requirements and analysis workflows are consistent with the previous France Telecom approach [5], and design, implementation and test workflows are not specific in our approach. Section 3 presents related works. The EA4UP method has been evaluated in the field at both France Télécom and Telekomunikacja Polska, and experimental results are reported in Section 4, as well as the perspectives deduced from these results.

2. EA4UP method

The main characteristic of the EA4UP method is to involve the functional telecom services EA. The functional architecture defines the generic functional elements for telecom services. These elements can be specialized according to each telecom service. In the same way, the technical EA defines a set of recommendations of technical elements which are used in the design phase; for example, the protocols on which the service will be deployed.

The outcome of each activity in the workflow is captured in an abstract way through a model, expressed using the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [7].

The EA4UP method for telecom service design is an iterative sequence of tasks. Each task is characterized by its input and output elements. Every input element is the result of an upstream task. This paper details only the functional and technical designs enforced by, respectively, functional and technical EA.

The messaging telecom service outlined in the introduction will serve as a running example to illustrate our EA4UP method.

2.1 Method overview

The EA is the solution at the core of the EA4UP method to solve the development cost problem. The functional and technical EAs provide the functional and technical frameworks useful for component sharing. The EA allows the re-use of the enablers, hence making it possible to decrease the development costs.

The MDE approach [6] where an analysis model is transformed into a functional design model or into a technical design model will be used to address the problem of development discontinuity. Telecom service architects have to enforce the EA of telecom services IS. The EA playing the role of transformation enforcing, enables thus the improvement of the development continuity.

To decrease the telecom service development complexity, data are deduced from function interactions which illustrate the telecom service usage. The data design is thus a consequence of the design of the dynamic aspects of the functional architecture, and it is not an independent design.

The 5 core workflows defined in an iterative UP development process are: Requirements, Analysis, Design, Implementation and Test [1]. Within the framework of a service telecom development described in Fig.1, the core Design workflow is split along architectural views [12]:

− Functional Design for the functional view which contains the IS functions carrying out the telecom service analysis;
− Technical Design for the technical view which describes the set of technologies used for the telecom service deployment;
Applicative Design for the applicative view which describes the set of telecom service applicative elements.

The functional EA impact takes place between Analysis and Functional Design. Functional EA is designed by enterprise architects who are experts of the telecom services IS areas. They design a functional view which corresponds to the strategy of the company. In the case of France Télécom, the telecom services IS functional view is composed of several tens of functional components.

The architects who design the target functional view of the telecom services IS also add functional interfaces to these functional components. These interfaces must be compliant with the strategy of the company. For example, the enterprise architects may consider that, strategically, a mailbox has to refer to the user's identity of a messaging service. In that case, in the target functional view, they would design a functional interface provided by the identity management functional component and used by the messaging box management functional component.

The impact of the technical EA also takes place between Analysis and Technical Design. Technical EA provides to telecom service architects a target technical view of their IS. It is designed by enterprise architects who are experts of technologies used in the IS areas of telecom services. They design a technical view which corresponds to the strategy of the company. For example, the technical strategy may target:

- a telecom service enabler, e.g. a messaging enabler,
- a network protocol, e.g. SIP (Session Initiation Protocol).

The technical architect of a service telecom has to respect these recommendations. In the case of telecom service, Applicative Design is concerned because the applicative view of an enabler is deployed on its technical view.

2.2 Functional Design

The Functional Design workflow which comes from the Design workflow is central in the EA4UP method. It is the workflow where the telecom service architect takes into account the target functional architecture of the IS. Every task concerned by the functional EA is qualified as generic. When a task is only concerned by the current telecom service, it becomes specific to this service.

The Functional Design workflow is split into 3 tasks:

- Static and generic functional design of functional components;
- Dynamic and generic functional design of functional interfaces;
- Specific functional design of output parameters of functional interfaces.

2.2.1 Static and generic functional design

The rule associated with this task is represented in Figure 1: each telecom service functional component is deduced from at least one entity or one link between entities specified during the "Static functional analysis" task and is constrained by functional components designed in the functional EA. Functional components are captured in a UML component diagram.

The functional components are selected in the functional EA of telecom services IS described in the Introduction. The goal of this task is to select among the functional components of the functional EA, those participating in the implementation of the use described in the Requirements workflow. To make this selection easier, the functional architects of company detail each component by its functions.

It may happen that a functional component needed for the implementation of the use case does not yet exist in the functional EA. A negotiation is then recommended between the architects of the telecom service and the enterprise functional architects of company to validate, or not, the creation of this new component in the target functional view of the IS. This recommendation is used for the enhancement of the functional EA.
In the illustration, the entities specified during the "Static functional analysis" task are represented in Figure 2.

The functional components designed during the "Static and generic functional design" task deduced from this entity model and extracted from the functional EA are represented in Fig. 3:

- the function of message sending defines the functional component *Message Sending*,
- the function of user identification defines the functional component *Identity Management*,
- the function of message storage defines the functional component *Message Storage*.

### 2.2.2 Dynamic and generic functional design

The rule associated with this task is represented in Figure 4: each functional interface designed during the "Static and generic functional design task" (see Section 2.2.1) carries out at least an interaction between entity instances specified during the "Dynamic functional analysis" task and is constrained by functional interfaces designed in the functional EA.
During this task, each step of the scenario is transformed into a sequence of interfaces provided by functional components selected in Section 2.2.1. As for functional components, it is possible that a required functional interface does not yet exist in the functional EA. A negotiation is also recommended between the architects of the service telecom and the enterprise functional architects of company to validate, or not, the creation of this new interface in the target functional view of the IS.

The interactions between entity instances specified during the "Dynamic functional analysis" task are represented in Figure 5.

The functional interfaces designed during the "Dynamic and generic functional design" task are deduced from this model of the interactions between entity instances and extracted from the functional EA as represented in Figure 6.

The link between provided functional interfaces and the scenario is the following one:

- the functional interface `sendMessage` provided by the component `Message Sending` carries out the interaction `message sending request`,
- the functional interface `getIdentity` provided by the component `Identity Management` carries out the interaction `user's identification request`,
- the functional interface `storeMessage` provided by the component `Message Storage` carries out the interaction `message store request`. 
The chain of interfaces is deduced from their dependency in the scenario. The resulting functional component diagram is illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Functional design model (interface) illustration

2.2.3 Specific functional design

The rule associated with this task is represented in Figure 8: each functional interface output parameter is extracted from at least one entity specified during the "Static functional analysis" task and is constrained by a functional interface designed during the "Dynamic and generic functional design" task (see Section 2.2.2). A UML sequence diagram captures each interaction between functional component instances of a scenario defined during the Requirements workflow and its output parameters resulting from the interaction.

Figure 8. Specific functional design task

The telecom service specificity of the functional design task is captured by the following rule: each output parameter is extracted from an entity participating to a telecom service use case. An output parameter of a functional interface is obviously produced by the functional component providing the interface.
Figure 9 represents output parameters of each functional interface required to realize the message sending scenario:

- the output parameter *Message – Message Sending* of the functional interface *sendMessage* is extracted from the entity *Message* and produced by the component *Message Sending*,
- the output parameter *User’s identity – Identity Management* of the functional interface *getIdentity* is extracted from the entity *User’s identity* and produced by the component *Identity Management*,
- the output parameter *Messaging box – Message Storage* of the functional interface *storeMessage* is extracted from the entity *Messaging box* and produced by the component *Message Storage*.

Figure 9. Functional design model (output parameter) illustration

Figure 10 represents the data model deduced from the designed output parameters. Each interaction involves a dependency between output parameters seen as data. Each dependency is then drawn up with the functional interface characterizing the interaction.

Figure 10. Functional design model (data) illustration

### 2.3 Technical Design

Technical Design workflow is extracted in a similar way from the Design workflow. Nodes and protocols connecting nodes are the only concepts of the Technical Design workflow, which is split into 3 tasks:

- Static technical design of the nodes of the deployment infrastructure
- Dynamic technical design of the protocols of the deployment infrastructure
- Detailed technical design of nodes and protocols

#### 2.3.1 Static technical design

The rule associated with this task is represented in Figure 11: each node fulfills a static technical property...
specified during the "Static technical analysis" task and is constrained by a technical EA recommendation, especially for the technical choice of enabler. The telecom service architect must check this choice with non-functional requirements of the developed telecom service. A UML deployment diagram can be used to capture this.

**Figure 11. Static technical design task**

In our example, during the "Static technical analysis" task, the specified static technical property is the link between the non-functional requirement of Storage maximum capacity of the messaging box per user and the Messaging box entity. The choice of the Storage enabler during the "Static technical design" task represented in Fig. 12 fulfils this requirement and is consistent with technical EA recommendations:
- the node Storage enabler fulfils static technical property associated with the entity Messaging box,
- the node Messaging enabler is associated with the entity Message,
- Messaging enabler and Storage enabler may be every one of them associated with the entity User's identity.

**Figure 12. Technical design model (node) illustration**

### 2.3.2 Dynamic technical design

The rule associated with this task is represented in Figure 13: each protocol connecting nodes (see Section 2.3.1) is deduced from at least one dynamic technical property specified during the "Dynamic technical analysis" task and is constrained by a technical EA recommendation. The telecom service architect must choose protocols according to non-functional requirements of the developed telecom service. This is captured in a UML deployment diagram.

**Figure 13. Dynamic technical design task**

In our example, the FTP protocol fulfils the dynamic technical properties specified during the "Dynamic technical analysis" task:
- the link between the interaction user's identification request (from Message to User's Identity) and the non-functional requirement for an average user are 10 sent messages per day,
- the link between the interaction message store request (from User's Identity to Messaging box) and the non-functional requirement user messaging box is stored 1 time per day.
A protocol must then exist between the enablers; whatever may be the enabler associated with the entity User's Identity:
- the FTP protocol is recommended by technical EA and fulfils the non-functional requirements (see Figure 14).

**Figure 14. Technical design model (protocol) illustration**
2.3.3 Detailed technical design

This task allows detailing of operational environments, physical nodes making up each node (see Section 2.3.1) and each communication link (see Section 2.3.2). This task is not discussed here because there is no specificity about it in this method.

3. Experimental validation

The EA4UP method prototyping ended in June 2007. Eleven new telecom services development projects from France Télécom and from Telekomunikacja Polska have been involved in this field test.

For the analysis framework, on average these projects specified:
− 20 entities
− 50 interactions between entity instances
− 20 technical properties

It is not possible to detail here these numbers by project for a reason of data privacy.

A questionnaire with nine questions has been sent to project architects. Answers to these questions are detailed in Table 1. Four themes emerge in this questionnaire:

− the EA4UP approach itself (Q1: approach very complicated "--", complicated "-", simple "+", very simple "++"); Q2: approach without interest "--", not very useful "+", useful "++", essential "+++"");
− the EA4UP approach compared to previous ones (Q3: component reusability definitely worse "--", worse "+", better "++", definitely better "+++"; Q4: quality definitely worse "--", worse "+", better "+", definitely better "+++"");
− the EA4UP cost compared to previous approaches (Q5: designing time definitely longer "--", longer "+", shorter "++", definitely shorter "+++"");
− the EA4UP communication capabilities (Q6: approach does not help "--", helps a little "+", give sounds background "+", is essential "+++"; Q7: to work with marketing team approach is without interest "--", not very useful "+", useful "++", essential "+++"; Q8: to work with architects approach is without interest "--", not very useful "+", useful "++", essential "+++"; Q9: to work with decision makers approach is without interest "--", not very useful "+", useful "++", essential "+++").

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>EA Skill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Detailed project architect answers to the questionnaire about EA4UP method prototyping from the smallest project P1 to the greatest P11 in terms of number of designed components

The last column representing the EA skill of the architect is added to this results table. This skill is closely connected with favourable answers of the project architect about the method simplicity and the cost of this approach. The size of the project architecture is on the other hand not explicitly connected with architect answers.
The best result of the assessment of our method synthesized in Figure 15 is for the comparison between EA4UP method and the previous approaches of the telecom service architects. The result is close to ++ for the component reusability.

The worst result is about the EA4UP cost. The reason is the cost of the functional EA suitability. Project noticing about designing time depends on projects (from definitely shorter to definitely longer). The functional EA knowledge is the main parameter for this noticing. This functional EA consists of several tens of functional components and functional interfaces.

EA4UP approach in spite of its complexity has a good evaluation (+) thanks to its interest for the telecom service architecture design but architects need support. For all projects, this approach is very useful for their architecture design.

With EA4UP method, the communication about the telecom service architecture is easier with other architects (between + and ++). The result is also good (+) for the communication with marketing teams and decision makers, but it is however variable (from – to ++).

4. Related work

Telecom service development is considered as an object oriented development as defined by the Unified Process (UP). UP is moreover adapted for telecom service development because of its iterative feature. In our approach, the design workflow is split into 3 workflows: functional design, technical design and applicative workflows. It makes easier to involve EA constraints during telecom services development.

EA and its framework are suitable to improve telecom service component reuse. EA involved in the development process helps business, functional or technical framework sharing. For example, the SEAM approach [10] makes easier business and IT alignment. This approach is IS cartography centric but does not deal with the whole telecom service development process. Enterprise Unified Process (EUP) [8] enables an integration of UP in EA design. ODP [11] is a well-adapted framework for telecommunications only if view points and concepts are taken into account. Nevertheless it is difficult to use it for development processes because of the lack of link between the technical and information view points.

From a Service Oriented Architecture perspective (SOA) [16], a telecom service is defined as an orchestration of service components. The component orchestration implements the enterprise business processes. The components defined by EA provide an accurate definition of SOA components [15]. Using EA components, the SOA objective of components reuse can be reached easier. However, if the development of SOA components highly benefits from EA, it is not the case with orchestration that does not take advantage from functional or applicative dependencies between components.

The main contribution of this paper is the use of functional and technical EA frameworks during UP development process. To allow a well EA integration, we choose the framework described in [12] with its 4 views: business, functional, technical and applicative. A benefit of this approach is to take into account the links between these views all along the development process. Moreover, the design of the dependencies between functional or applicative components brings
richer component interfaces and introduces interface optimization.

5. Conclusion

 Experimentation results show that the EA4UP method allows an easier reuse of enablers. Thanks to the functional and technical EAs, this reuse implies a telecom service architecture rationalization, with a sharing of functions and technologies.
 Telecom services IS evolutions may then benefit from this rationalization. The main need for architects who have been involved in the EA4UP method prototyping is a functional EA skill improvement. Decisions have been taken in Orange Labs to extend this approach.
 Future works will try to address the concerns raised on the field experiment mostly the need for support during the design workflow and the high cost for some projects. To address these issues, we are designing and implementing tools for:
\- assisting in the functional design workflow according to the functional EA model;
\- helping telecom service architects in all their design tasks;
\- making the communication about the architecture results easier.
 These tools will use MDE techniques, such as model transformations (SmartQVT [13]).
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